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ABSTRACT: While the penal codes includes certain offences that one may regard as falling under the species of „crimen natural” (e.g. homicide or theft), human trafficking is conceivable as crime only in the framework of the Modern social order. In the same time, the criminalization itself, as it presents itself exemplary in the new Romanian penal code, shows the limits of the legal paradigm, that departs from the (extreme) vulnerability of the human individuals, forced by their own reason to submit themselves under an authority, whose exercise is legitimated by their own consent.
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1. „If we know what type of society and state a Criminal Law system serves, we implicitly learn whose will and conscience the rules of that system express, what social relations they protect, who profits by this protection and against whom it is directed and, lastly, what aims and objectives are pursued by that criminal law system”¹. These words that the Romanian criminal law scholar Vintila Dongoroy wrote 1960 did not have lost anything of their actuality, even if the political context differs now in some ideological respects. The communist theory of criminal law not only provided a material definition of the crime as socially dangerous deed, but also claimed that this way of conceiving crime is a definitory feature for socialist theory at all: any attempt of the bourgeois doctrine to provide a similar definition would force it to admit the class nature of the criminal law in a society based on exploitation². The correctness of this thesis was not put in question after the fall of the communist political regimes, when it was consequently used further as ideological tool: non communist scholarship on criminal law shall content itself with a

formal definition of the offense. Beyond the difficulties that such a mistaken claim bears for any dogmatic of criminal law, there is also a manifest consequence of it for the theoretical explanation: the theory of criminal law does not succeed to legitimate convincingly the criminalization process because it fails to understand it as system generated by the very society which the criminal law is designated to protect. It is quite undisputedly that „harm in the sense of a „material” wrong denotes the fact that the crime, in addition to the mere breach of law, injured the object which the criminal provision is designed to protect. The discourse about the concept of crime has nevertheless to clarify whether this object consists in a (subjective) right, in an (individual or collective) good or in the normative order of society, better said: of a particular society. Modern criminal law was born as part of a general theory of law and state in an ideal framework dominated by the modern, individualistic natural law doctrines. The social order is defined no more by objective institutions of some concrete society which are naturally part of the self conscience of every human being, but by the geometrics of the isolated individuals who associate themselves rationally because this is the fulfillment of their well-conceived interests. Nothing is objectively good anymore because the „good in itself” does not exist as such, since everyone calls good what he likes and bad what he dislikes. The offense is something that violates the rights of an individual and not some mere moral duties as well or public interests.

The translation from modern natural law to legal positivism has brought the new concept of the legal good, firstly through a famous piece of Johann Michael Franz Birnbaum from 1834, later through the two famous protagonists of the so-called debate of the criminal law schools. „Since the theory of the legal good was developed by Karl Binding as well as adopted and spread by Franz von Liszt it is generally naturalized. Since then – that is, since about one hundred years – the sentence that the task of criminal law consists in protection of legal goods is not seriously disputed in the science of criminal law”.


8 Thomas Hobbes, De Cive VIII, 1; Elements of Law, Naturall and Politic VII, 3.

9 Paul Johann Anselm von Feuerbach, Lehrbuch des gemeinen in Deutschland gültigen perinlen Rechts, 1832, § 24; Francesco Carrara, Programma del corso di diritto criminale, Parte Generale, 1867, § 36. („L’ente giuridico non può avere per suo oggetto che un’idea – il diritto violato, che la legge col suo divieto protegge“).

10 Thomas Vormbaum, Einführung in die moderne Strafrechtsgeschichte, 2009, § 3.
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Armin Kaufmann may serve as proof for the broad agreement of the criminal law theory regarding that formula by and large. One decade later Claus Roxin completed insofar the picture as he concluded in not less memorably words from the highly controversial details which inevitably arise when we take a closer look at the same formula: „The substantial concept of crime and the doctrine of legal goods are still among the least precisely clarified fundamental problems of the criminal law”\(^\text{13}\). Instead of some progress in clarifying the details of this doctrine\(^\text{14}\), the last fifteen years witnessed the increasing of doubts regarding its very core and we can take a look at the definition provided by Roxin – „Legal goods are conditions or chosen ends, which are useful either to the individual and his free development within the context of an overall social system based on this objective, or to the functioning of this system itself”\(^\text{15}\) – in order to understand the difficulties which have to be faced by every attempt to make it somehow operational.

While Binding could be understood as pointing to some norms of culture that expressed in the last analysis the given social structure of the time, Liszt was quite clear in pointing out to the fact that legal goods are nothing but „the juridically protected interests” because „the protection of interests is the essence of the legal order”, moreover: his statement indicates the starting point of his analysis: „In order to avoid the war of all against all is necessary to create an order of peace, to delimitate the spheres of power, to ensure the protection of some interests and to sacrifice another ones”\(^\text{16}\). This is nothing other than the famous Hobbesian bellum omnium contra omnes\(^\text{17}\) and it is not at all surprisingly that the further development of his theory – somehow contrary to his own intentions – was a concept of legal good as „dogma serving the criminal policy”\(^\text{18}\). The Romanian criminal law scholar Vintila Dongoroz conceived so already before 1945 in the same vein of the function that the legal good has to fulfill as „the political (explanatory) element” of the statutory provision, in short as ratio legís\(^\text{19}\), according to the German neokantian scholarship\(^\text{20}\) and also with Hobbes’equivalence between the sovereign will manifested in

\(^{13}\) Claus Roxin, Strafrecht, Allgemeiner Teil I, 1997 § 2/48 („Der materielle Verbrechensbegriff und die Rechtsgutslehre gehören noch heute zu den am wenigsten exakt geklärten Grundlagenproblemen des Strafrechts”).

\(^{14}\) Sabine Swoboda, Die Lehre vom Rechtsgut und ihre Alternativen, Zeitschrift für die gesamte Strafrechtswissenschaft 122 (2010), pp. 24-50; Santiago Mir Puig, Legal Goods Protected by the Law and Legal Goods Protected by Criminal Law As Conceived before 1945 in the Same Vein of the Function that the Legal Good has to fulfill as „the political (explanatory) element” of the statutory provision, in short as ratio legís, according to the German neokantian scholarship and also with Hobbes’equivalence between the sovereign will manifested in


\(^{17}\) Vincent Dongoroz, Drept penal, 1939, § 45.

\(^{18}\) Erich Schwinges, Teleologische Begriffsbildung im Strafrecht, 1930, p. 22.
the law and the recta ratio\textsuperscript{21}. It is therefore not surprising that any attempt to explain the criminal law starting from „the essential social values of our society”\textsuperscript{22} before 1989 and „the important values on which our society grounds”\textsuperscript{23} after 1989 is nothing more than applying a dogma — the lawmaker acts always in considering a social necessity\textsuperscript{24} — that can justify any criminal policy.

Trying to develop on this ground a „critical function”\textsuperscript{25}-\textsuperscript{26} for the legal good, i.e. for a doctrine born out of the legal positivism, is hardly anything more than an „irony of the legal history”\textsuperscript{27} which reflects itself today in a diametrically opposed function of the legal goods doctrine in respect to its originary goals, namely in providing (any) grounds for (any) criminalisation. That’s why famous criminal law scholars „find the literature about Rechtsgüter both confusing and confused. The distinction between word and concept is not always kept clear; the object of discussion is then taken to be the same although it is different, and the real dispute concerns how a term should be used. The discussion also tends to move in circles: if there is a crime, there must be a Rechtsgut – if there is a Rechtsgut, there should be a crime. We are badly in need of a better articulated, more rational, and less abstract theory of reasons for (and against) criminalisation”\textsuperscript{28}. Such a theory may be hardly found in a context where the law and state continue to proceed from the paradigm of Hobbes’ Leviathan, therefore from the „deep paradox of a mechanistic vision on the human animal, that leads to the necessity of sovereignty and self submission”\textsuperscript{29}. The modern state has lost today any meaning that reaches beyond the functional aspect\textsuperscript{30}, being itself legitimated through satisfying his citizens’ interests as individuals and therefore conditioned by the proper functioning of the economic system that guarantees the peace through welfare\textsuperscript{31}. „L’actuelle ruine de la composante providence de l’Etat et le processus de dérégulation n’ont pas seulement causé la crise de notre modèle juridico-pénal, mais ils nous obligent à repenser la relation entre le ius puniendi et la politique criminelle, entre la normativité juridique et la fonctionnalité sociale du droit”\textsuperscript{32}.

2. There is among the Romanian criminal law scholars a broad agreement on the non-criminal nature of suicide. „Although suicide apparts to the homicide acts, it is not a

\textsuperscript{21} Thomas Hobbes, De cive II, 1.
\textsuperscript{22} Constantin Bulai, Drept penal, partea generală I, 1979, p. 6 apud Constantin Mitrache, Drept penal, partea generală, 1983, p. 3.
\textsuperscript{24} George Antoniu, Vinovăția penală, 2004, p. 65, 68.
\textsuperscript{26} Vasile Drăghici, Obiectul juridic al infracțiunii, 2004, p. 132.
\textsuperscript{27} Joachim Renzikowski, Normentheorie und Strafrechtsdogmatik, Archiv für Rechts- und Sozialphilosophie – Beiheft 104 (2005), pp. 115-137, 126.
\textsuperscript{29} Louis Dumont, Eseu asupra individualismului, 1996, p. 104.
\textsuperscript{30} Ernst-Wolfgang Böckenförde, Der Staat als sittlicher Staat, 1986, p. 10.
\textsuperscript{31} Günther Jakobs, Norm, Person, Gesellschaft, 2008, p. 123.
crime due to the fact that self-harming does not involve a legal conflict","i.e. „there is no violation of another one’s right to life”, Yet the participants to suicide are not in the same position as the author himself: According to article 191 of the new Romanian Penal Code, „determining or providing help to the suicide of a person” is to be punished with imprisonment between 3 and 7 years, „if the suicide was accomplished”; if the same acts were followed by an attempted suicide, the punishment limits are to be reduced to the half. It is not difficult to observe the similitude to the general principles regarding firstly the definitions of the participants as instigator (art. 47) and accomplice (art. 48) and secondly the punishment of the attempt (art. 33 al. 2), whose application area covers also the „coauthor, instigat or accomplice to a crime committed with intention (art. 49) if the committed crime remained in the attempt stadium. From a formal point of view, those who determine or provide help to the suicide of another person are regarded as authors of a distinct crime, and not as participants to an (attempted) suicide accomplished from this latter person as author, because „participation implies committing a crime, while suicide is not defined as crime by the criminal law”. Nevertheless the rationale of this independent criminalisation is remarkably vague: we are facing „some sort of contribution to a homicide act” through which „the right to life that is guaranteed to any man is violated in a certain manner”.

We cannot escape the manifest inconsistence of the whole argumentative context unless we choose to revise the prima vista obvious assumption that suicide is not criminalised by the Romanian penal code. The opposite is rather correct, and the absence of an express provision cannot be viewed as the absence of lex as understood under the principle nullum crimen sine lege. Let us part from the assumption that the Romanian lawmaker of the years 1968 and 2009 had no doubts whether suicide should be a crime. How could he write this explicitly? „The suicide of a person should be punished with…” would have been today not possible for the case of consumption due to external grounds: there are today (otherwise than during the old times) no more punishments applied to dead bodys and it is also not anymore accepted that the punishment should be directed against another person or collectivity. But one could imagine very well the punishment of the author himself for the case of attempted suicide, and such a provision could be without problems contained in any modern penal code. However this would make sense logically only if the same legislator would be in the same time willing to make an exception for the general rule in attempts as stated by art. 34 al 1. Who attempts to murder another person and yet gives up at the still right time avoids being punished and if we do not accept that the same should apply also to whom attempts to kill himself, than we should think about considering the provision „killing of a person” as applying – hic et nunc lex non distinguat – to every person, and not only to another person than the perpetrator himself. Suicide would be in this case a normal homicide and the perpetrator would still avoid the punishment if he fulfill the general condition. But if he is saved by third parties? In this case one will have to choose between two decisions of criminal policy: suicide is not a crime, because the legislator could have expressly provide the

35 V. Dongoroz / R.-M. Stănoiu, op. cit., p. 213, 212.
disposition leading to punishment for attempt where the consumation was impeded by third parties and did not choose this solution, or suicide is a crime because the legislator has chosen to grant to the perpetrator a special personal ground of non-responsibility and decided to catch the accessory participants by stating a special legal provision applying only to these ones. There is not only the logical principle of accesorium sequitur principale that speaks for this latter alternative, and also not only the philosophical arguments who lead from Aristotle’s description of suicide as „injustice towards the city and not toward himself”37 to Wittgenstein’s dictum about the imposibility of any interdiction as consequence of suicide’s exemption from being injustice38, but also the comparative law and the consequences that derive from exempting the suicide from being a crime: where, as in German criminal law, there is no criminalisation of participation in suicide, there is no more consistent possibility to avoid interpreting the killing on victim’s demand not as crime directed against life, but only as provision that should provide a certain grade of certitude regarding the very seriousness of victim’s decision in the presence of objectively (socially as such accepted) grounds making death a better alternative than the remaining life time39, in other words: the way to (active) euthanasy would be open. Inversely, the fact that the new Romanian penal code choose to incriminate the (substantially) lesser form of homicide which consists in killing at victim’s demand as a (formally) distinct crime – the 1936 penal code had it provided in the same article with contribution to suicide – speaks convincingly for the opposite solution. The suicide is a crime and this is also provided by the law indirectly through the direct criminalization of its accessory parts, the latter representing the former.

It is not difficult to find the grounding substratum of the legal regulation in crimes against human life. Even if the most representatives philosophies of law and state in the Modern Age maintain that suicide is a crime (Thomas Hobbes’ silence in this matter beeing an outstanding and quite significant exception), the wholly consistent argumentation is to be found rather by those who, like Aristotle or Thomas Aquinas, put at the center of their thought not the autonomous individual and his natural rights and his rights but the social institutions of the city and the objectively defined duties of every citizen. As the theoretical explanations through their inconsistencies demonstrate, the modern penal codes maintain the traditional regulations more or less extensively but rather inertially. There is a province however, where the transition and its effects can be shown quite clearly: the domain of the sexual crimes, beginning with the nomen iuris of their caput. Reading some central passages from the section on the “crimes regarding the sexual life” in the Theoretical Explanations of the Romanian old penal code from 1968, everyone could have the feeling of being immersed in the world of the classical natural law. This code puts explicitly the „raport sexual” understood as „normal sexual relation” and the

37 Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, 1138a 11.
“perversiunea sexuală”, both understood as „unnatural or abnormal sexual relations”, in short: „the sexual raport is characterized by its physiological function that is missing in the unnatural sexual relations”\textsuperscript{40}.

Nothing in this trias has something to do with some freely expressed consent and is also not to understand from a materialist-dialectical point of view, but only in the framework of the traditional meaning of the „sexual life” as integrating part of the „good life” of the \textit{zoon logon echn} și \textit{politeknon}\textsuperscript{41}, i.e. of the natural law institution of marriage (Dig. 1, 1, 1, 2: \textit{hinc descendent maris atque feminae conjunctio, quam nos matrimonium apellamus, hinc liborum procreatio, hinc educatio}), as it was adopted and transformed by the Church\textsuperscript{42}. Succeeding the older term of \textit{Sittlichkeitsdelikte}, these crimes prolonge in the middle of the real-existing socialism the traditional conception, where adultery was also a crime and the only thing that missed was the crime of sexual intercourse between unmarried persons. West Germany was more careful in this matter. Here was it, where the Federal Court of Justice condemned among others the parents of a young girl who permitted her remaining home alone together with her fiance, and the motivation is quite clear: „Due to the fact that the moral law prescribed to the man the monogam marriage and the familiy as mandatory form of life, putting this order at the ground of peoples’ and states’ life, this moral law prescribes in the same time that sexual rapport should principally take place only in the framework of the marriage; doing otherwise would mean breaking an elementary precept of the sexual decency”. The court states also that „the child represents the meaning and the consequence of the sexual rapport”, underlying also that „the child can develop himself according to his human background only inside the order of marriage and in the familial community”\textsuperscript{43}. For the spirit of our days all this sounds quite foreign, strange and quite difficult to understand. Both in Germany and Romania, the crimes related to the morals were conversed in the new coined category of the crimes against sexual liberty selfdetermination. Missing the objective socio-ethical background, the classification of sexual conduct formes\textsuperscript{44} becomes hardly to understand and the whole matter begins to be treated in law treaties and court decisions in a manner quite similar to the sexual physiology\textsuperscript{45}. Beyond accepting or rejecting the transformation, it is important first to see this distinction in all its depth and in all its consequences: there is a traditional approach of sexuality in institutional terms which came to be replaced by the modern view centered on individualistic legal goods\textsuperscript{46}, i.e. the one individual defined naturally only by the unconditional pursuit of lust and socially by the power of the state that may choose perhaps to grant some role also to the free choice of the other individual.

\textsuperscript{40} Vintilă Dongoroz / Constantin Bulai, \textit{Explicații teoretice ale codului penal român, partea specială III / Infraçii privitoare la viaţa sexuală}, 1971, pp. 347-400, 352.
\textsuperscript{43} BGHSt 6, p. 53-54.
\textsuperscript{44} Valerian Cioclei, \textit{Drept penal, partea specială}. 2009, p. 230.
In opposition to the Soviet contractual conception on marriage (if not even fast free of legal forms), the Romanian socialist criminal law favoured the family as „well configured social institution”, and also decided – in opposition to the whole former East European region, but concording to the Western legislations of the time – to see abortion as crime. And if this difference disappears today, it is due to the very fact that the individualist dissolution of marriage and family does not represent a socialist claim, but a result of capitalism’s development\textsuperscript{47}.

The general consensus on the fact that the crime of rape can be committed by one husband and against the other one was unimaginable a few decades ago. Under the penal code from 1968 Romanian criminal law scholarship recasts the traditional doctrine of an „irrevocable personal consent” but the institutional terms are partially replaced by individualistic ones. The married women is considered as implicitly consenting to sexual intercourse with her husband, which makes the rape unconceivable. Still the sexual freedom is considered in the same time as inalienable and „what constitutes a criminal violation in this case is not women’s freedom to consent to sexual intercourse, but acts of coercion used for that purpose”\textsuperscript{48}. The whole context is obscured by the abundant use of „consent” in different senses and different meanings, but the result can be easily understood if we start not from the individual spouse and his subjective consent, but from the institution of marriage and the objective duties that it brings with it. Unlike so-called external marital duties, the fulfilling of duties belonging to the so-called inner sphere of marriage cannot be obtained by any form of constraint and that is the reason why the constraint itself has to be punished as such, while the rape itself must be inconceivable as long as the divorce – regarded as exceptional remedy and pronounced against the faulty spouse – can also be requested in court because of the poor performance of the marital (internal) duties\textsuperscript{49}. But today the fault principle has disappeared from the divorce settlement and marriage itself – far from being regarded as a social institution (not to speak about a socially relevant „sacramentum”) – is now reduced to a mere arrangement between individuals. Consequently, rape between spouses should also be considered a criminal offense, just as sexuality itself – regardless of the legal position of those involved – is a combination of natural physiological phenomena, to which may be assigned a more or less developed meaning (always an individual one), and which can become relevant for the criminal law only when individual freedom is in some way touched.

The same transformation can be observed in the fall of incest, where the same arguments did not however succeed to provide the decriminalization that they consequently asked for. Traditionally justified in terms of the institutional relations between the family members, the criminalization of the incest between consenting partner can be considered in the framework of the modern criminal law only under the viewpoint of the natural (abstract) danger of species degeneration. The Romanian doctrine developed under the 1968 Penal Code considered verbally both ways of justification while excluded from the material element the unnatural sexual relations (where the natural purpose of procreation is missing, but not also the harm to the family relations). The project of the

\textsuperscript{47} Gustav Radbruch, 	extit{Rechtsphilosophie}, 1\textsuperscript{956}, p. 252, 254-255.
\textsuperscript{48} V. Dongoroz / C. Bulai, 	extit{Explicatii teoretice ... op. cit.}, p. 351.
new Romanian penal code opted consequently for decriminalization, in the same time as the notion of the „family member” relevant for the criminal law was redefined in order to embrace also merely factual life in common (art. 177 letter a), due to the fact that the extremely low degree of the danger to the integrity of the human species as well as to the fact that committing such deed „contrary to some laws of the human nature as well as to some social laws consolidated in time” (and also allegedly selten to meet in the reality) points rather to a sickness that is not able to be met properly by the criminal law.\(^{50}\) Because of the reference to objective laws of the human nature (but how are they to be conceived in modern legal terms?), this view also mixes institutional with individualistic reasons and does not reach the decisive argument of any modern criminal law theory, namely the missing reason to restrict the freedom of the individual to choose any sexual partners at wish, provided only that these latter consent at their part. This reason was still 2008 raised in front of the German Constitutional Court, in order to arrive to consider the criminalization of incest as being unconstitutional\(^{51}\). In Germany as well as in Romania, such reasons did not succeeded: judges, politicians and also voices belonging to real society dismissed for the present the attempt to decriminalize incest, but herewith, at least for this particular case, also the modern discourse on function and limits of the criminal law.

3. „Criminal law is a species of political and moral philosophy. Its central question is justifying the use of the state's coercive power against free and autonomous persons. The link with moral philosophy derives from one answer to the problem of justifying the use of state power. If the rationale or a limiting condition of criminal punishment is personal desert, then legal theory invariably interweaves with philosophical claims about wrongdoing, culpability, justifying circumstances and excuses”\(^{52}\). This celebrated statement of George Fletcher regarding that process which he called 1978 *Rethinking Criminal Law* should be of utmost importance every time when redrafting criminal code is at issue, especially when the reform of criminal law should meet deep political and social changes within the society or even of the society itself. If, as Hegel states, „a penal code belongs to its time and to the condition in which the civic community at that time is”\(^{53}\), then rethinking criminal law means rethinking society in legal categories, more precisely: discovering those legal categories through which the social consciousness thinks about itself and consequently understands its own order as a real order of social relations between persons. On the opposite side are situated all those doctrines which "return again to the state of nature and consider men as if even now [they] sprung up out of the earth, and suddenly, like mushrooms, come to full maturity, without all kind of engagement to each other"\(^{54}\), so that „society is the ordering of the living together of individuals”\(^{55}\) and not of persons: «selon la tradition empiriste positiviste, l’homme – on ne peut pas dire la

\(^{50}\) V. Cioclei, *Drept penal*... op.cit., p. 275.


\(^{52}\) George P. Fletcher, *Rethinking Criminal Law*, 1978, p. XIX.


personne – est conçu comme un être rationnel et, bien au contraire, dangereux à l’ordre juridique souverain” 56.

The naissance of the legal goods doctrine from the positivist tradition explains why this doctrine fails to explain the criminal law as normative social subsystem whose function consists in safeguarding the normative identity of the society, i.e. the institutionalized normative order of persons as carriers of rights and duties, differentiated from rules imposed by an arbitrary dealing lawmaker and also from imaginary rules deduced from abstract principles independently from the very social reality 57. The implications of this approach as opposed to the usual search after the protected legal goods can be easily traced on traffic in persons, a crime that is characteristic for the modern societies of our times. We may just from the beginning observe that the nomen juris „traffic in persons”, as chosen by the Romanian criminal law, is strictly speaking meaningless. Traffic, i.e. commercium having as object a person or something which intrinsically belongs to a person. Persons cannot be seen as objects of any kind of traffic, if they are juridically personae and not simply res. But if we chose the German name of the same crime, reffering to traffic in humans (Menschenhandel), then we have a starting point in order to understand its matter: traffic in humans is a special variant of treating humans not as persons, but exclusively as things. Since Kant’s famous second formula of the categorical imperative in the *Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals* is usual to see such conduct as the very essence of the immoral conduct and latest since Hegel’s *Principles of the Legal Philosophy* as the very essence of the crime or at least of all crimes against persons insofar as it regards the legal personality of human beings, i.e. their being-in-law as carrier of rights and (legal) duties. Not only the nomen iuris, but also the classification provided by the Romanian (new) penal code for this deed are therefore of little help. Then if we read how the Romanian Highest Court defined it under the old code as crime against freedom of will and action, we may feel ourselves deeply impressed by the way in which our highest judges make use of philosophical terms that have always frightened the philosophers themselves, nevertheless: even if we choose to understand the crimes against liberty as usual among the other criminal lawyers, it is still not everything clear and it will certainly not become clearer thanks to the nominalistic invention of the new caput of traffic and exploitation of vulnerable persons.

Recruitment, transportation, transfer, harboring or receipt of persons are no specific violation of freedom when they are committed by means of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, or of the abuse of authority (litt. a): these are only factual ways of committing the crime under art. 205, with the partial exception of the last modality, where another crime may be taken in consideration. Nothing changes on this aspect by taking in consideration the specific aim (better: the objective directedness) of the conduct to the exploitation of these persons: we face herewith preparatory (and as such not specifically harmful) acts to the specific violation of personal freedom consisting in future acts of exploitation. If these latter acts are also committed, then the preparatory conduct should be absorbed in them, as authorship or complicity and thereby becoming a specific offence –


but which one? The answer could indicate the offences provided by the arts. 212-216, but there is a problem: the offences under arts. 213-215 are not intrinsically bound to any violation of personal freedom, but present themselves substantially as participation to crimes directed specifically „against some relations of social life in common” and have little in common with those under arts 212 and 216, which could be rather viewed as specific form of „exploitation”. Still there is also the text of art. 210 al. 1 litt. b, that puts together one well-known form of constraint and one conduct whose clarification is indispensable in order to gain some clarity on that what „exploitation” could mean, namely: „speculating the state of obvious vulnerability of that person”. The meaning of this variant is not difficult to understand: the person subjects herself willingly to the over mentioned acts because of a state of affairs that seems not to be open to a better choice. But what means „to speculate” such a state of affairs? Opening to the „victim” an alternative that she did not take in consideration before, however bad it may sound, cannot be described easily as violation of freedom, but rather as the opposite, even if the alternative means „exploitation”, so that the provision of art. 210 al. 2 excluding the „consent of the victim” as „justificatory ground” (why not: tipicity excluding ground, as usual in crimes against liberty?) can be legitimated only by arguing on some essentials of the human nature that no man is allowed to give up.

In such vein tried also Vintila Dongoroz in his early work to distinguish the „innate rights” to whose violation no consent can be juridically recognised, from the other „acquired rights”, following in this matter John Locke. But Dongoroz himself gave up later this distinction, as the rest of the criminal law scholarship also has done till today, letting this quite important matter in the same state of uncertainty and for the same reasons as its correlate: the doctrine of the legal goods that the criminal law as ultima ratio has to protect. Moreover, it seems that the criminalized deed shows with frightening clarity the result of carrying the logic that governs the functionment of the society itself to the last consequences. „The national economists speak in quite untroubled manner about the man in the economical process as «human capital» and this shows what is to understand by applying which categories. The value and the usefulness of the human beings is measured on their contribution to productivity, profitability and concurrent aptitude; since they are conceived as human capital, the human beings have to be cheap, flexible, always at the top and recyclable, and as persons they are not at all taken into consideration”[^58]. More drastically: In times where „the appearance is taken for reality” and for which „what counts is the price and not anymore the dignity”[^59], the legal thought may „dance around the golden calf and close the eye in front of the monstruosities”, failing thus to understand the future dangers: „as long as the subjects understand themselves as mere objects of the economic process” the way to totalitarian programs „evidentiated by the 20th century” will be let open[^60]. Since on the crime of traffic in persons can hardly be established a rational communication about the normative identity

of our societies (this is the general ground on which the normal criminal law is established), it is not surprising that the regulation of this crime meets the characteristics of the so-called „criminal law of the enemy” 61, as well as all other crimes mentioned by the art. 83 (1) of the Lisbon Treaty. Since no society can have a better (criminal) law than its real constitution 62, the development of an european criminal law conceived not in personal, but in instrumental manner63 may point out to the dangers of a future „european economic society in instrumental legal forms correlated to the police state”64, urging for entirely rethinking of that sort of legal regulations which could guarantee both at national and european level a personal (criminal) law in a real society of persons.


